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ABSTRACT

This paper is a discussion of the asses lment

instruments available for identification of young children

with belhavioral disorders. The author begins by defining

behavioral disorders and discussing the problems encountered

in their identification among preschool aged children.

She then discusses a selection of assessment

in.,;truments including nine different developmental

inventories, eight formal tests, and eight rating scales.

She then proceeds to discuss use of bnth formal and informal

observation and structured and unstructured interview

techniques.

the paper concludes with a discussion of current

practices in the utilisation of assessment instruments in

East -- Central Iowa and the author's recommendations for

future utilization. Copies of the observation chectlist and

pre.lchool parent interview forms used at Jane Boyd Community

House, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, are appended.
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Chapter I

DCFIN1NG LEARNING DISABILITIFS

The purpose of this paper is eeamination of

assessment instruments available for use in identification

of children with behavioral disabilities. To establish

pAramaters of this paper, we must define behavioral

disabilities by inclusion or by egclusion:

Behavioral disabilities are defined as a variety of
egcessive, chronic, deviant behaviors ranging from
impuleive and aggressive to depressive and withdrawl
acts (1) which violate the perceiver's expectations
of approprieteness, and (2) which the perceiver
wishes to see stopped (Graubard:1973:246).

In school the perceiver eouid be the teacher or other school

personnel and this person is the one who decides whether the

behavior is severe enough to classify the child as

behaviorally or emotionally disordered.

Kaufmann (1977:27) proposes aneo.her definition that

includes levels of diordered behavior:

Children with behavior disorders are those who
chronically and markedly respond to their environ-
ment in socially unacceptaable and/or personally
unsatisfying ways but: who can be taught more
socially acceptable and personally gratifying
behavior. Children with mild and moderate behavior
dieorders can be taught effectively with their
normal peers (if their teachers receive appropriate
consultative help) or in special resource or self --
contained classes with reasonable hope of quick re-
integration with their normal peers. Children with
severe and profound dienrders require intensive and
prolcinged intervention and must be taught at home or
in special classes, special schoole, or residential
inetituttons.
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The definition used for behavioral disocders hatD

gone through many changes and is still being revised.

Iowa's position is:

Behavioral disorders are patterns of situationally
inappropriate behavior, observed in the school
setting if the pupil is of school ago, which deviate
substantially from behavior appropriate to one's age
and significantly interfere with the learning
process, interpersonal relationships, or personal
adjustment of the pupil (Iowa:1983:1).

AcLording to the Iowa deiiniton there are four points to

consider in locaVing at behavior: 1) behaviors that are

inappropriate for the setting and age of the student, 2)

behaviors that significantly interfere with learning;, Z)

behaviors that interfere with forming rolationshtv. and 4)

behaviors that intorfere with personal adjustment. All may

be labeled behavioral disorders depending on severity.

Severity is established by considering frequency, intensity

and duration of the behavior. The Iowa behavioral disabili-

ties definition, Draft TI, Part Three, states that relevant

documentation of this is required. It goes on in Part. Four

to specify data that must be collected when identifying a

student as behaviorally disordered (Iowa:1983:7-4). This is

a fairly complete worLing definition for behavioral

disorders but there are still problems. "There are no tests

that measure personality, adjustment, amiety or other

relevant psychological constructs precisely enough io

provide a sound basis for definition of emotionally
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diLturbod laufmdo:1977:15). If thore -e no prey ism tests,

we can still collect data using checllist-z, t'ut wE, must teep

this problem in mind. It is dif:icult to :.,ssess ihtern4l

stltes which cannot be observed.

Definition rif behavioral disabilities is a omplex

problem but it is essential that we have some type of

conceptual frAmework. TOW8'S definition gives a working

framework and specifies who receives intervention.

Some assessment tiols are also needed to determine

who can best be served by an intervention program. There

are no precise tests but this paper describes various tests,

checllists and evaluation techniques that may be helpful in

assessing for behavioral disorders.
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Chapter 2

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT

However one feels about screening instruments. the

demand for valid and reliable measures for use with young

children has grown tremendously over the past twentyfive

ye.Ars (Anttonen;1980:1). In 1959 and again in 1965 only one

test i listed under oreschool in Buros' Mental

Measurements Yearbool. In 1972 nine are listed and by

1978 there is a separate section for Preschool and Early

Childhood tests. Teachers of young children are clearly

looling for practical instruments for evalu,ting

children.

An Annotated BibltoorAgily of Practical. Tests for

Young gpildron by Judith Anttonen (1980) lists and

detcribes 109 tests that can be used fo 'Idren aged two

through sin. The listing covers specific tests as well as

developmental inventories designed to be administered by the

classroom teacher. The author describes the tests by type,

price, age range. and administration time. It is a helpful

compendium for the preschool teacher.

Reynolds. in "Should We Screen Preschoolers?" (1979)

describes some of the arguments for and against screening

young chz1den. He tal..er.i that often early learning

difficulties are seen as primarily emotional disturbances
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and preschool screening provides for early detection of

these problems. This may also allow for remodiation before

the child begins firit grade. For the most part. Reynolds

and others believe that early identification of

developmental lags through screening is important for

remediation purposes bet caution against labeling children

at an early age.

Some nursery staff may fee] that any systematic
assesement in terms of the shills and concepts
acquired during the preschool years would be both
unnecessary and undesirable. Such a view would see
the process of appraisal as an intrusion into the
time devoted to play and a potential hindrance to
the child's learning performance. Certainly such a
criticism might be valid if the means used to assess
the child's abilities were over-formal and
inflegible. However, a case may be argued for
systematic record keeping in the nursery if the
procedures and interpretations of the assessment are
in accord with the general nursery ethos (Tyler V
Foy:l979t221.

Oyler and Foy go on to discuss benefits of record teeping.

Class records are often tept to keep tracl- of activities

that have taken place and may be a useful guide buf-

individual records can provide valuable detailed information

on each child. The individual record may be either

narrative or checklist format.

Most of the screening instruments appear to have

been developed at least partially through Title I funds or

similar grants. This is due to legisiation mandating

programs for handicappOd children in PL 94-142. Because of

this legislation, there have been an array of testing

10
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instruments developed in the past few veAr,I. E:4minirg the

literature one finds that many of these inventorie,, are

quite similar but some are more comprehensive and evaluate

more developmental areas.

most screening instruments seem to be best at

identifying special needs in speech. language, gross motor

coordination and mathematics. Many screening tools do not

even attempt to evaluate social or self-help skills. These

areas are often omitted since the instruments are not

usually administered in thp classroom. If an inventory is to

be used by the preschool teacher to evaluate each child and

to plan activities according to need, then it is important

to choose an instrument which evaluates the child in all

developmental ar eas.

Li



Chapter

ASSESSMCNTS:DEVELOMENTAL INVENTOMES

Develnpmentel inventories are the moet common

assessment tools. This type of inventory ustellly aseeeses

basic cognitive, physical, sociel and self-help of

the child using guidelines frem observations of groups of

rhildren at various ages. The developmental inventory

assists the teacher in determining areas where the child may

be eeperiencing a developmeetal lag. It can also be used to

develop a curriculum to be used in the classroom esperially

in worlsing with children who may have handicaps.

Alpern-Boll Develgpmental Prufile

The Alpern-Boll asseees a child's development from

birth to preadolescence, prdvfding reliable screening in

each of toe following areas; physical aye, self-help,

eociel, academic and eommuniration. For each area a Mental.

Age equi.elency is given an an I.O. ian h obtained.

The Alpern Boll is a quick screening devire but

since the test items are qeite limited .fr each area teeted,

it may not give an accurate plitere of the ehild'e ability.

1 especially question the I.O. that ran be obteieed, It may

be ueefel in indicetine large 'Jew-, re development,

12



Brirunce Dialviostiu Inventouof Earay_Development

This is an assessment tool to determine the

developmental per of the youvg child. Tt identifies

,Areas of strengths and weaknesses and can be used for both

diagnostic and instructional purposes. There are ninety-

eight slills tested in each of the following areas: psycho-

motor, gel f-hele, c.peech and llnguage, general lnowledge and

comprehension, and early academic clills. The Inventory is

normati\e referenced and evaluates rhildren from birth

through ago si:t. ft x s too compreonsive to be wed in its

entirety and the evaluator nrecha fo ronsider the reasons for

assessment before determining which sections to ose. ihe

manual 1,, ia:,t Lb .., 1l1, a .J,fir can easIty tern fo the

aly,A to be assessed and it includos specific recommendations

for u-inch fho Tnvent',ry kfferfivelv. The Inventory allows

fho e,aluator .'(..ro in on the specific area to be

There is also a comprehensive bibliography if the

e:Ahlitor is interested in Findibg more resources to use.

There are also :,,ome itmltations. The Ieventory is

too lengthy to get an overall assessment of the child in one

-_selion. The format ts fairly easy to follow but it is quite

lengtt,y and would tale the evaluator quite a while to +am-

4liarize him/herself with the Inventory. The scoring sheet

cannot be followed without the manual and the manual is

e;:pensive at T49.95.

13
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ComprehensivH identification Process (CIF')

This is a screening tool for preschoolers. Its main

purpose is to identify children who are eligible for special

programs for young handicapped children. Children are

screened by paraprofessionals and then professionals review

ratings to determine the next step. Eight developmental

areas are screened: (1)cognitive-verbal, (2)fins? motur,

(n gross motor, (r#) speech and expressive lanrytAge,

(5)hearing, (b)vision, (7)sncio- affective behavior, and

(S)medical history. The medical history is obtained from

the parents. Self-help is not included because the author

believes that children who are delayed in self-help will

also have delays in one or more of the other areas included.

The administrator's manual outlines the screening

process, how to locate children, how to organize a screening

team and how to set up a screening site. The manual also

describes the development of this instument and gives

support data for this screentng. There is a teacher's

manual d-srribing the test tlems as well as test forms And

record folders to use for carh child. The total rn-t is

$59.95.

CIF' is a process of locating, screening lnd

ovaluiting preschool children. All of this is carefully

described in the administrator's. manual. The manual

describing the test items is clear and concise. Plrent input

14



is a strong part of the as,.essment.

There are some disadvantages. Ct takes good deal

of time to become familiar with all the romponents and at:TA.,t

forty. five minutes to administer. Since it may be

administered by paraprofessionals the lack of objective

criteria on which scoring may be based is a problem

(Burros:1976:56S). It is set up as a screening tool but

cannot effectively be used to plan a developmental program

for children.

Learning Accomplishment Profile (LAP)

The LAP is used to evaluate the child from 76 months

to seventy -two months of age. This instrument provides a

systematic as of the Lhild's si.iltr; in seven areas,

These are: Gross Motor, Fine Motor, PreWriting. Cognitive,

Language, Self-Help and Per The LAP includes

179 items. It can be used to diagnose needs and to set up

an educational program for each child. The test tales a

little over- an hour to administer but some of it can be done

through classroom observations; especially the Motor, Self-

Help, and Social skills. The assessment tool has c manual

which describes the test items in detail and costs $4.50.

In addition to the LAP there is a LAP-D Screening

Edition and a LAP--D Dtagno'ttic Edition. The Sri-Bening

Edition is a 15 minute screening instrument fur chilaren
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entering ltoclergarten. II LOME'S In a lit which contains

mAierial for two evaluator :. fo administer the screen to 50

children and costs $79.60. The LAP-D Diagnostic Edition can

be used to a'isess growth of children from infant to sig year

old nge level. It tests development in Fine Motor, Bross

Motor. Cognitive, Language, and Self-Help sPiil areas. The

test can be administered in less than an hour. The LAP

Assessment identifies learning objectives for each child and

measures each child's individual progress. The Diagnostic

Edition can be administered by a Para- professional or

profession:1.

The Learning Accomplishment Profile is ouite lengthy

and difficult to administer in one or two sessions. The

LAP-0 Diagnostic Edition is a little shorter than the LAP to

administer.but it would also difficult to administer in one

session. The LAP-D lit is also quite egpensive for the

average preschool to purchase at $79.00.

Marshalltown Behavioral Developmental Profile

The Marshalltown Project was begun in 1.972 and was

funded by r grant from Title VI, It 14E4 developed to

evaluate handicapped and culturally deprived children from

birth to age 6. Items are based on "normal' chilJ

development. It is an approach which enables the teacher

and/or parent to see the child's strengths and wea[nesse:;

16
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and plan aLiordingly. There aro three prez.criptive m&nuals

to be used in conjunction with the developmental profile if

desired.

The Marshalltown Profile WAS revised and standard-

i.:ed in 1982. T,e main empha,:as is still on prosLriptive

teaching and individualized instruction. The first edition

had variable numbers of items at each age level, but the

revised edition has an equal number of items at each age

level. This allows equal weighting of item content across

age groups.

The Marshalltown Behavioral Developmental Profile-

revised has 216 items with 72 items per scale. It can be

used for bath diagnostic and instructional purposes. It is

an instrument that can be used to identify children with

handicapping conditions in the motor, cognitive and/or

socialization area of development. It can also be usivd with

children in planning instructional programs. It should not

be used to determine a child's readinosz for public school

and the authors state that the relationship of it's scores

to school perform-nce is unknown. The manual at $4.00 is

inegponsiye.

McCarthy Screening Test

A screening instrument:

...should measure abilities that arc" critEcal in
achieving school success, including those that
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lir in the psychomotor as well as the cuunttivF
domain....The device should help school... t...., tdentify
le.*rning disaabled children as WPli (:1.., children

having other kinds of problems (McCarthv:l978).

This screening i-tstrument enables the tester icy determine if

the child is developing satisfactorily or if he seems to

have some problems and/or needs further evaluation. It is

designed for children age four to si:. and a half and tal..es

20 minutes to admini..ter. Children who perform poorly on

the McCarthy Screening Test are "at risl." and need further

assessment by qualified personnel.

"Children who do poorly on the McCarthy Screening

Test may suffer from learning disabilities, emotional

problems, behavior disorders, sensory deficits, physical

impairments or other handicapping conditions that should be

investigated. There are six tests selected on the basis of

content, level of difficulty, time required for

administration and ease of scoring. The tests are Language

and Concepts. Visual Perception. Auditory Memory, Fine and

Gross Motor Coordination and Orientation in Space.

The McCarthy Screening Test may be givsn and scored

by teachers and paraprofessionals. It is not to he used for

making diagnostic judgements or decAsions.

Minnesota Preschool Scale

Thic, ts a standardized instrument that can be used

from six months to six and a half years. It can Le used for

18
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preliminary identific.4tion of the child whose development is

beiow c:pectAtions for his age and seg and for developmental

screening of groups of children.

The inventory has four parts: Intellectual

Functioning, Behavioral Observations, Preaeademic Readiness

Assessment and Parent Report of Language skills:.. An

important part of the screening was found to be parents

input (Colligan:1982).

Screening programs should include parental

information and many assessment tools do not allow for this.

It can be an easy way to provide information about the

pntential difficulty a child may have in school.

Portage Chealist

The Portage Guide to Early Education is designed for

children from birth to age five. it was written to help

plan educational programs for handicapped as well as

children who are ilunctioning normilly. It has two parts,

a (thee:list of behaviors and a card Tile containing

curriculum ideas. The materials were developed and utili:ed

with children who had a variety of handicapping conditions.

Usually the child's parent served as the teacher and

goals were written cooperatively with the teacher and the

parent using the checklist. The card file breals do r^ the

tass to be performed on th2 checl:ist intn several

19
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sequrn(os lo iii-ii-, ,i murf, .ppropriAte for thil. child': nccds.

The Che'_111:1- nc,sec.-los fi/n area: Cognition. '3el'-Help,

Motor Skills, Language, and (iociali:ation Skills.

There 1,-, also a manual which discusses behavioral

objectives and explains how to write them in behavioral

terms. It has a good section on implementation of

curriculum goals. The checAlist can be completed by a

parent or teacher in half an hour.

There are some limitations. The Chettlist may not be

detailed enough For some situations. The Chectlist is valid

from birth until about four years-six months. The older

four year old and five year old in most preschool classes

would need an evaluation that goes further in testing

stills.

Santa Clara Inventory of Developmental T.sts

There are two main romponents to this inventory: An

Observation Guide which gives guidelines for assessing

children's developmental skills and An Instructional

Activities Manual which has learning activities. far each

developmental test. It was devh4loped as a Title I nrojert

and has Moen used since I967. Materials providp-d are the

two guides, cnpirit mAsters for developmental tatO. and

re(ord cheett; on which to rertird prh child'I priraroqs.

Therm are 60 tasl-t, imlnded in the inventory and

20
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author say theee were eheeen because they represent

milestones in children's development. Tasks ere arranged by

chronological age and sl-ill area. The profile )s sequenced

into four levels of difficulty: tast.e for Presehool age,

five through five and a half, sie through '-,i:. And A holf,

and seven ye-irs of age. The eight still areas included are

Motor Coordination. Visual Motor, Visual Perception, Visual

Memory, Auditory Perception, Auditory Memory, Language

Development and Conceptual Development.

The Observetion Guide lists all the develop-

mental tasis and describes what rates a pass. There are

three scores possible fr each item: 0-Almost Never, t--Some

Of The Time, 2-Most Of The Time. it is helpful to have this

intermediate aiternetive in rating each child. Roth Guides

are clearly set up for easy ms by the classroom teacher.

This Inventory is obviously designod for the most effective

use b} the Lecher.

There are some limitations. The eight devolopmentel

areas are quite limited in the number of tase lieted. This

may not give an accurate pictere of the rhild's skills. It

would also be difficult to use this inventory for planning a

developmental program berause of the limited nemmr of tael:s.

There is no inventory for social or self-help st-tlle, and

this area ts very important in determining behavioral

disabilities.

21



Chapt ur 4

ASSESSMENTS: FORMAL TESTS

Formal tests are usually utilized by school

psychologists, counselors and other support personnel.

Classroom teachers do not usually utilize these tests, but

they should be familiar with them and be able to interpret

test results.

Some of the more common formal. tests are described

in this paper. The test to be used should be selected ba ed

on the age and ability of the child. Some tests can be

utilized with non-verbal children and others are designed to

use with physically handicarped. The testor must match the

test to the person who is to be evaluated.

Balpy Scales of Infant Develapment

This test measures mental and motor development of

children between the ages of one month and thirty-five

months. A Mental Development Index can be obtained for

infants and a mental age score ran he obtained for olt4zr

children whose development is retarded and abilities are

estimated to be less than thirty months (Roberts. 1980).

Thu mental scale includes both performance tasks and

verbal items for older children. The verbal items usually

call for labeling objects and single word Answers. the

22
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ment.id scAle items also include the infant's re-4.ponsiveness

to both stimulaf-3on and to other people.

The motor scale asesses the child's ability to

control 1-1/her body in space and includes observations of

p:av activities And body movement.

This assessment tool is especially helpful for

evaluating older autistic children who arm retarded in

development. According to Roberts (1980), the Daley scores

compare closely with ether test scores if used with children

between the ages of three and a half and eleven years who

tire retarded in development below thirty months.

Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale

The Cattell is a downward e;:tension of the Stanford

Binet. One of it's advantages is that it can be used from

two months of age through adulthood. It has several dis-

advantages, however. Cattell test scores on young children

do not correlate wetl with later IQ scores especially with

suti.,tic persons. At the lower end the test assesses

primarily motor development. Verbal items that dc appear do

not assess abstract reasoning skills until almost age five.

Autistic children may thus score in the normal range at four

and retarded ago at six (Freeman V Ritvo, 1978).

23
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leiter International Performance Schle

Th;s is primarily a nonverbal test of intelligenr.e

and is used to evaluate sensory, motor, hearing. ur speaking

deficits. It includes 54 items and can be used from age two

through adulthood. ft is especially useful for autistic

persons with severe language deficits as all instructions

are given in pantomime rather than verbally.

It consists of performance tasks such as selecting

blocs bearing correct symbols, matching colors and shapes

and performing certain motor skills. It places heavy

emphasis on perceptual organization.

Merrill-Palmer Preschool Performance Test

The Merrill-Palmer covers the mental aoo range of

twenty-four to sixty-three months. Most of the items are

assessment of gross and fine motor skills. It uses such

items as peg boards, blocks, and puzzles. The test does

have some verbal items but many of these include memory

skills such as repeating words.

The Merrill-Palmer Preschool Performance Test is
particularly useful with persons whose overall
mental age as between 18 and 72 months. Many
Autistic persons tend to show variability on test
items. The Merrill-Palmer can accurately assess
these wide ranges of functioning. It yields a
nonverbal index of cognitive functioning. Autistic
persons typically score 1° to 15 points higher on
this test than on more verbal tests because visual-
spatial relationship skills rather than abstract-
verbal concepts are emphasized. This test also

24
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identifies the presence of "splinter slills" and
thus is particularly useful in planning develop-
mentally-based educational programs (Freemen 7.
Ritvo. 1978).

McCarthy Scales of Children's_Abilities

This assessment tool consists of si!: scalest Verbal,

Perceptual - Performance, Quantitative, General Cognitive,

Memory, and Moto. in eighteen separate tasts. It iS

appropriate for children from ages two and a half through

eight and a half. According to the author it should be

quite useful for assessing st.ills c handicapped children

with slight modification (Mc Carthy:1972:27).

The test directions are moderately clear and the

entire test tales about 45 to 50 minutes for preschool

children. It will taLe a little longer for older chilOren

who are functioning at a higher mental age or for children

with 4iome handicaps.

Stanford-pinet Intelligence Scale

The Standford-Sinet is a widely used intelligence

test which evaluates overall intelligence from about age two

and a half through adulthood. It does correlate highly with

later academic success in both normal and autistic persons.

It has a very heavy emphasis on verbal skills and may not

measure spatial and motor stills adequately. For persons

with severe communication deficits, the Merrill-Palmer
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should al,.n be used to obtain a more complete Assessment of

intelligence (Freeman to Ritvo:1978:19).

Wechsler Intel licence Scale fir Children (WI C--P)

Th. WISC-R consists (If twelve subtests and Verbal

and Performance IC scores can be obtained as well as a full.

Scale TO. It seems to be the most widely used TO Test.

Since verbal And per abilities are assessed

separately it is especially helpful in testing handicapped

children.

Two subtests assess social judgment and would be

useful for assessing discrepencies between cognitive and

social sillt which is characteristic of many behaviorally

disturbed children. For child: en with IO's below SO,

however, it will be necessary to usa another test.

Wechsler Pre-School PriTary
Scale of Intelligence (WIPPSI)

The WIPPSt systematically assesses the skills of

four through si>. year olds or persons with this mental age.

There are both verbal and performance tests whic.h are inter-

miged to male it easier to maintain the young child's

attention and cooperation. There are eleven tests including

Information. Vocabularly, Arithmetic, Similarities, Compre-

hension, Picture Completion, Mazes mid Fclocb Design,

Sentences, Animal House, and Geometric Design.
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The rooplex verbal directions of this tost may

present a problom for the severely retarted child. in this

case it may be necessary to use the Cattail or the Merrill-

Palmer.

AUTHOR'S COMMENTS

As stated before, the test(s) to be used should be

appropriato for the child's age and capabilities. Another

thing to consider in testing is to find one or Lwo good

tests that will determine arear, of need so children do not

have to spend excessive amounts of time being evaluated.

The purpose of a test should be to assess needs. Once these

strengths and weaPnesses are determined an educational

program can be planned.
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Chaptqr

ASSESSMENT:RAIING SCALES

Nati:1g scales are difficult to develop and to use.

They are not as concrete as formal tests which tend to

assess specific skills. It is easier to assess a chills'

vocabulary or math skills than to determine social or

behavioral sl.ills. Items on behavior rating scales are

necessarily more subjective than objective. As, a result

there may be more of a discrepancy between two evaluators

using the same tool on the same child with a behavior rating

scale.

Nevertheles , leeping these difficulties in mind,

behavior rating scales can be helpful in determining

children who have sever behavioral difficulties so they can

bp referred to be further evaluated. These scales can

pinpoint areas where the child may have the most

difficulties to enable the teacher to plan appropriate

intervention to alleviate some of these problems.

Teachers should be familiar with soma of thee

scales as they can be helpful in determining which children

may be at risk emotionally. They can also assist the

teacher in developing his/her classroon curriculum. Listed

below are a few of the ra4.tng scales used to determine

emotional disabilities.
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( Proceee For In-School Screenine_pf
Children With Emotional Handicaps.

This is designed to use as part of a screening

process. It gives a measure of the emotional climate of the

class. It is to be used for screeing and not for classifi-

cation. Three reference points are used 1) the perception

of the child by the teacher, 2) the perception of the child

by his/her peers and 3) the perception of the child by

him/her self.

In part one, the teacher rates all students in the

elass on eight behaviors in relation to other puptle in the

class. In the second area, rating is based on a class play.

The student chooses parts for himself and peers. Pictures

are also used to depict positive and negative behaviors.

The child rates himself and classmates. In the third area,

self rating, two questions are asked. First. would you want

to be this person? (For example, "This person owns a

house." or "This person hits smaller children.. "). The

second question is Are you like this person.'

Utilization of these three reference points is

intended to allow the teacher to obtain a measure of the

child's feeling of self-worth. They may also point out

children with emotional problems.
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AAMD,Adaetive Behavior Scale

The same form is used for children and adult,. It

is behavior rating scale for mentally retarded,

emotionally maladjusted and developmentally disabled

indiviluals. It assumes that I.D. score does not provide

information on how a person meets the social expeLtations

of his/her environment.

Part one is concerned with developmental skills in

ten areas: Independent Functioning, Physical Development,

economic Activity, Language Development, Numbers and Time,

Domestic Activity, Vocational Activity, Self-Direction,

Responsibility and Socialization. Part two is designed to

measure maladaptive behavior. This section consists of

fourteen domains. In part one, The sections on Sell-

Direction, Responsibility and Socialization appear most

appropriate for detecting children with behavioral

Behavior Problem Checklist (BPC)

An analytically derived three point rating scale for

55 -elatively frequently occuring problem behavior traits in

children and adolescents. The traits are easily observable

items for parents or teachers. Four types of problems are

evamtned: 1) conduct Problems (unsocialized egression,

psychopathy) - 17 scale items: T) personality problems
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(neurotic, distnrbed) 14 sr ale items; 3) inadequacy-1m-

maturity - S ,icale items: and 4) soLialized delinquoncy

(subcultural delinquency) - 6 scale items.

Means .and standard deviations are presented in the

manual based on studies by the Author. A limitation however

would appear to be that data on a random sample of the

normal child population is not available.

California Preschool Social ComeeLtencvlicale

This instrument was designed for use in evaluating

the social competence of children aged 70 months to 66

months. Norms are based upon teacher ratings of children

who are attending preschool.

The items require observations of active performance

rather than inferences about presumed abilities or

capacities (Levine:1969:4). All items are stated in

behavioral terms. It does not need to be a special test

situation and it isn't necessary for a psychologist to

administer. The rater must have ample opportunities to

observe the child and the child is rated on his typical

performance.

This scale can be useful in comparing social

competence of a child with children of the same age, sex and

socioeconomic status since the author provides appropriate

charts with norms. It can also be helpful in screening for
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deviant behavirs and in measuring effectiveness of different

intervention programs for young children.

Devereuy Elementary School Behavior Ratinc Sco e

Thi s checklist is designed f'::- ele;r:Ttary teachers

to better enable them to desrribe behAvior problems of

children in their class. Teachers of preschool age children

could usethis scale to obtain some information as long as

the items used are appropriate for the age of the child

being observed.

Teachers are instructed to rate the child based on

their own experience with the child not in inference or

comments from others.. 47 behaviors are measured. There are

11 behavior factors rated: 1) classroom disturbance, 2)

impatience, S) disrespect-defiance, 4) external blame. 5)

achievement angiety, 6) external reliance, 7) comprehension,

8) inattentive-withdrawn, 9) irrelevant responsiveness, 10)

rreative initative, and 11) need for closeness to teacher.

The instrument focuses directly on the child's

behavior. The information is used to 1) identify

environmental factors that elicit, cue or reinforce the

target behavior, 2) identify what envir-lnmenta! factors can

be manipulated to alter the child's behavior and n assess

whethcr treatment manipulations did affect the chid's

behavior.
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Rehaviors selected for assessment must be clearly

defined and the observers need to be trained to lool for

specific behaviors. The instrument must be limited in use

to a 4:pacific time period and. to assess the reliability of

oservations, two persons must observe and record hehavicr

during the same time interval.

A brief observational encounter with 3 chili in his

ntural environment will not yield a valid measure. It may

give some information about the child's behavior, adult's

behavior or the environment in general. It can sometImes be

used to validate teacher ratings.

Preschool Attainment Record

This is a more intensive and e:ttenstve inventory c4

secific attainments than the Vineland Social Maturity Scale

tdiscussed below). It ha not been normatively standardized.

The teacher can compare child with child and child with

self. It would be desireable to correlate the Vineland

gross data with the Preschool Attainment Record. The

Preschool Attainment Record combines an assessment of

physical, social and intellectual functions in global

appraisal of the child. It uses both interview and

observations. The aim is to provide an assessment for

children of preschool years with or without various types of

handicaps - including social-cultural.
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Precchool Self- Concept Test (Ps-cm

This instrument was developed to provide the

preschool teacher with an easily administered and

interpreted test to assess the attitudes children have

toward themselves. It is recommended that it be

administered at the beginning of the school year. It is

designod to help the teacher to 1) become aware of

attitudes the cht!l has about himself, 2) compare overt

behavior of the child with his answers on the PS-CP1, 5)

provide experiences which will enhance the child's self-

concept and 4) evaluate curriculum in relation to the needs

of the child.

The instrument takes about 15 minutes to administer.

Earh child is evamined individually. They are asked two

questions; 1) "Which bry (or girl) are you? This one or

that one-", 2) "Which boy (girl) would you 111:e to be'''.

Ouestion one deals with the child's self-concept and

question two with his ideal self-concept. After giving the

test the examiner stv-uld compare answers on questions one

And two and see ir self-concept is the same as ideal

self-concept. The examiner can determine the amount of

satisfaction and disatinfaction the child has within

himself.

One observes the child to see if he twhavos

consistently with stated feelings about himself. The
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greater the variation between self and idera self-concept.

The degree of congruence for children who havc, poor

0.e1 f-- concept is 70% or less.

Vineland Social Maturity,Scale

This instrument was developed over a 20 year period
4

in the Training school at Vineland. New Jersey. It is based

upon the premise that the ultimate goal is social

competence and that we need more than just intelligence and

educational attainment testing. The authors stress that it

is not just a rating scale. "Adequate use of the :sale

requires sophisticated still in interview technique and

thorough insight as to the philosophy and technique of this

instrument (Do11:1965:iii)."

The items in the scale are arranged in order of

normal average life age progression. The items of the scate

are to be scored on the basis obtained from someone

intimately familiar with the person scored such as a mother

or a father. The subject e%amined need not be present. A

goal is to elicit detailed facts as to the specific limits

of the subject.

The ideas presented here have since been developed

more extensively in the Preschool Attainment Record. As

stated above, correlation of these data (Vinl,ind) with datA

from the Preschool Attainment Record might prove u,,eful.
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Chapter 6

ASSESSMENT:OBSERVATIONS

Direct observation is another way to gain

information about a child's problems. This can provide

precise objective data about behavior. In order to do this,

the observed behavior must be described in behavioral terms.

This will help to reduce teacher opinion and bias. Obser

vations should also be carried on in a variety of environ

mental situations.

Formal Observations

Some observations are very struetured and involve

sycvtematic observation and record keeping. Paul And Epachin

(1982/ describe several structured observation systems

including thm Capine Analysis Schedule for Educational

Setti.nos developed by Spaulding. The scale includes 15

categories in which observed behavior can be classified.

The categories are then labeled appropriate, inappropriate

and unacceptable. One limitation to this is it involves a

trained observer to do this. Usually formal observations

can be done more effectively by someone other than the

classroom teacher.

After it has been determined that a child his

behavioral problems then a strategy such as hehavlow-
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modification ran be used to work on changing ino;,oropriate

behaviors- This. ad so involves some typcs o+ tstrurtured

record system to record the stimuli, the observcd behavior

and the consequence;-;. rhp most important anpect of

observation is that it is A continuous process.

Informal Obser -stions

Inform«1 ohservotions be tarried on in the

rlas,,room, at recess, in the home and other en/ironmental

situations to the child. ObservAtion is an

informal a'zsessment that should be continuous.

Observational data "...should reveal chance ard nt,int out

the child's strengths. weatsnegses, lnd learning style"

(iroviit7:1920:27).

Teachers can mal.v their own informal ct.ecllist of

1pprurriate behaviors for the classronm -,;Luation. An

informal checlli,rt is included in Appendi:: A. The child can

be observed in relation to the cJther children in the Llaso

Data should t.t? collected over a period of time. Prolnitz

(190r):27 24) gives an en:cellent list of {ourtecn

social /adaptive behaviors to observe in the classroom or

home. Teachers should keep some type of a log or notebook

because informal observations can be quite useful.

Observations of parent-child interaction are usually

possible when the parent brings the child and picks him up
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after school. "Such observation of familial interaction ii,

toy method in the assessment of +actors that interfere with

a child's emotional and social development (Williams:1972:

'24)." Williams describes various ways to assess a child's

self-concept and sense of trust. One way to assess the

child's sense of trust would be to use a balance beam. The

teacher asks the child to walk across the balance beam and

offers her support and assistance if needed. The response

of the child is then noted. Williams describes several

stages that describe the child's sense of trust or mistrust..

Another informal observation assessment would be

using puppets with the child. How does a child respond if a

puppet is placed in front of him'? Does the child pick up

the puppet and just twirl it around or begin to talk using

it or fight and act angry, What emotional responses are

observable both in actions and on the child's face" The

teacher may engage the child in an interaction. Hcw does

the child respond to this'?

Most teachers do use informal observations but they

often do not record them. Observations can only be useful

if the teacher t-aeps a record on a regular basis. This can

be done by keeping a diary, a class log, or individual cards

on each child. Observations can be very useful in

determining if a child has an emotional disability if they

are done on a continuous basis. Thii, enables the teacher to
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see if the child has persistent and consistent difficulties

in certain area,.
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Chapter 7

ASSESSMENIS:INTERVIEWS

files el another effective technique in assessing

children to determine those who may have emotional/

hphavioral difficulties. Interviews of children, parents,

teaches and others who are with the child on a regular

basis can be helpful. Formal and informal interviews can be

useful in understanding the child and his environment. A

sample interview form is included in Appendix B.

Structured Interviews

Another type of interview is a structured or formal

interview. 1r this type of interview the guidelines and

questions are predetermined. There are some formal

interview forms available from the medical and educational

orientation but in most situationS it is probably more

appropriate for the interviewer to determine appropriate

guidelines and questions. It may be advantageous to survey

some interview forms to find questions that would be most

useful in gathering data about the child in relation to

possible behavioral disabilities.

Formal interviews of teachers could be done in

connection with behavior checklists. Teachers and/or

parents could be asled to complete a checklist and the
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iriteriew could be based on 'these items.

Another interview form that could be used is the

Life Space Survey tHectelmant1972). This tool could be used

in beginning an interview with parents o+ young children.

With older children this form could be filled out by the

child. The Life Space Survey can give an overall picture of

the child in the home. school and community.

Unstructured Interviews

An unstructured interview is a way to learn or

gather more inforwition about the child. Parents, peers and

teachers can be valuable resources. The interviewer who

talVs to the parent in the home$can gain a great deal from

observing the parent-child interaction if the child is

present. This type of interview can be effective if

Ouestinns are asked which allow the parent to discuss any

concerns, problems or activities concerning the child. Most

parents sire usually open and willing to talk about their

child so it gives the interviewer a chance to learn the

parent's perceptions of his/her child.

Either at the same time or a different time the

child can be interviewed informally. The preschool child

may be more open when talting in his/her own environment

with the parent present. nther important people in the

child's life such as the caregiver, preschool teachers and
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>> di- may be interviewed. Interviews of per At thc,

wesLhool age are probably not appropriate or hcApfv1.

Most teachers probably use some type of infurmal interview

toLnniques with parents. The main consideration in using it

with as7;assing is to be aware ahead of time what information

you need. Then after the interview, be sure to make some

notes so you can record this information on the child's

records.

Interviews are valuable in obtaining bact.ground

information about the child and his/her family, but they

should not be the only basis in assessing a child's needs.

They need to be used in conjunction with observations and a

developmental inventory. Then if the teacher feels that

thpre is further rived for as,:mssment. he/she can refer the

child for more formal testing by school support personnel.
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Chapter 8

UTILIZATION OF ASSFSSMENT INSTRUMENig IN
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Assessment instruments are important for both

"regular education" and "special education" teachers.

Assessment should be part of the overall program and it

.,hould be continuoos. Both formal and informal measures can

be useful in assesl*:ng young children. Preschool teachers

can play an important part in screening young children for

Behavioral Disabilities.

Assessment-Current Practices in The Cedar R4pids Area

Current practices in assessment in the Cedar Rapids

area are varied. As Secretary of the Cedar Rapids

Association for The Education of Young Children, I have many

opportunities to talk to teachers in the early childhood

f_eld. I also wort' closely with staff from Grant Wood Area

Education Agency, Cedar Rapids Schools, and Head Start. In

the non-private early childhood programs assessment tends to

be more formal and specific developmental inventories are

used, The private preschools tend to use teacher observation

and informal checl -lists designed by the teacher or staff at

the particular center.

Grant Wood Area Education Agency uses the

Comprehensive Identification Profile to screen three year
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o;ds in their seven county area. This screening is open to

all children who will be three by September 15*h. In other

words it is offered to all children who have one more year

before starting kindergarten. The idea seems to be that

intervention can be initiated when disabilities are

identified before the child starts school. Some of the

disadvantages of this might be that not all three year olds

are rearhed and there mIght also be younger children with

severe disabilities who should be served. Also there is the

possibility of identifying children who do not really have

disabilities using the CIP and nonprofessionals to test. I

thinl the advantages of screening and remediating with

children who have special needs oughtweigh the

disadvantages. Grant Wood Area education Agency early

childhood Staff tend to use the Brigance Diagnostic

Inventory of Early Development along with an I.O. test and

other specific tests as appropriate.

Head Start uses the Marshalltown Profile because

they use the inventory to set up program and the materials

provided with the Inventory for program and remediation.

St. Wenceslat's Day Care (Linn County Day Care) uzes the

Learning Accomplishment Profile --D for assessment. The

children are assessed and appropriate individual and group

activities are planned according to assessment needs. If a

child needs further assessment he/she is refrred to Grant
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Wnod Areo Education Agency.

At Jane Boyd Community House Preschool (A United Way

Program) we were using our own developmental checLlist but

are ((tang to the Marshalltown Profile after careful study

of the various assessment tools. The Marshalltown is clear,

concise and relatively easy to use. It does ta.t.e about 40

minutes to administer but much of this can he done by class

observation. Also it assesses the child in the main

developmental areas from birth to 72 months.

The preschool developmental classes (9 C) in the

Cedar Rapids community Schools mare use of a wide variety of

assessment instruments.

Utilization of Assessment Instruments: Recommendations

Much has been and is being done in the area of

assessing young children but more can be done to help both

children and teachers in this area. All early childhood

staff need to be made aware of assessment techniques that

can be utilized. They need to have opportunities to egamine

and discuss various inventories, behavior checklists and

ways to use observations and interviews effectively. Most

staff probably reali7e the need for Assessment but need to

be made aware of effective ways to assess young children

that do not involve too muah time and/or specific training.

I recommend that use be made of the various agencies
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in Cedar Rapidi. to acssist te.chers of young chil'iren. Iowa

tie licensing for early childhood centers requires all

tpachers to have at least six hours of in-service traininq A

year. A worlshop on assessment of young rhildren could be

planned utili:ing staff from Grant Wood Area Education

Agency or the Child Evaluation Clinic to discuss both formal

and informal methods. Inventories and checIlists could be

made available at this workshop. Teachers could examine and

discuss these to determine if one would be useful and

suitable for their program. Assessment techniques available

at Grant Wood Area Education Agencies or other agencies

could also be discussed to remind or inform teachers of

appropriate services.

Another useful wort shop would be one presented by

medical personnel to let teachers know what signs to look

for in locating children with emotional or behavioral

disabilities. Teachers can usually recogni:e the acting out

child without any difficulty but may not be as aware of the

poblems of the acting-in or withdrawn child. Wor1shops such

as this could be set up through the Cedar Rapid:: Association

for Education of Young Children or through Social Services

since they license early childhood centers.

I plan to pursue this further and have already

contacted Jim Bohr, the licensing person at Social Services

and the President of the Cedar Rapids AEYC. Another way to
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di,,bur:.e it fhrmation might be through newsletters put out by

Social e4iarvices, Grant Wood Area Education Agency. or Cedar

Rapids Aosociation For The Education of Young Children.

Different types of assessment tools could be described in

muhihly newsletters.

There now egist a broader range of assessment tools

than ever before. The instruments allow the teacher to

obtain a bolter understandihg of the child and his needs.

It is important that teachers be made aware of just what is

available.
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Appendll: A
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USED AT JANE BOYD COMMUNITY HOUSE PRESCHOOL
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Appendix A

INFORMAL SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL BEHAVIORS CHECLLIST
USED AT JANE BOYD COMMUNITY HOUSE PRESCHOOL

Social and Emotional - Four and Five Year Olds

Helps adult with simple tasks
Enjoys playing with another child
Can wait for needs to be met
Understands "My"
Shares when told to but under protest
Accepts mothers absence
Capable of simple errand
independence on walks
Will take turns
Shares play activities
Parallel play
Plays with 2-3 children
Shares property
Plays independently when asked
Performs for others
Contributes to conversation
Respects property rights
Cooperates in group play
Apologizes
Courteous without being told (please and thank you)
Responds to music
Oimpletes task begun
Completes task begun and puts away or cleans up
Usually stays withan limits set by teacherS
Chooses awn friends
Plays simple table games
Displays happiness and joy
Is able to work out discouragement
Display anger verbally
Displays aggression in an acceptable wav (hammer &

nails, punrhing bevy)
Displays enthusiasm
Rerognires and expresses fear in self
Appropriate response to what goes an around him
Willingness to participate in messy activities
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Append2:: B

PARENT INTERVIEW FORM FOR JANE BOYD
COMMUNITY HOUSE PRESCHOOL
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BACRItPUND I4PORMATIOA

I M1211111915aIpformation

CHILD'S NAME SAME USED

BOY GIRL 'DATE OP BIRTH

MOTHER'S NAME OCCUPATIOa

49

FATHER'S NAME OCCUPATION

ADDRESS HOME PHONE

BUSINESS PHDS!

EtifERGENCY PERSON TO CONTACf PHOZ

RIZGUIAR BABY SITTER MEE

FAMILY DOCTOR FAMILY DETTIST

HOSPITAL PREFER_ SCE

Have you observed any indication of: Sight Difficulties
Hearing Difficulties
Speech Difficulties

II !sally:History,

Who lives with the child in the home?
Relation

Name to child Birthdate
Present

ARIL

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

Are you married 'um-married 'Divorced 'widowed 'separated ?

Is there anything special about your family you want us to know?

extended illness
mental retardation
foster or stepparents

Does your child have.a pet?

III physical Regime

What food does he/she like?

handicap
emotional problems
other

or



Eackgroumd Information 50

Does he /she ASVe an allergy of any kind?

Is he/she receiving any meditation and if. so list reason

Is he/she a good sleeper?

What is his/her usual bedtime waking time

Does he/she have accidents?

IV ;Octal Develomment,

What activities does your child particularly enjoy?

What activities do you particularly enjoy doing with your child?

What expo -fence has the child had with other children (include description of type
of play, ages of children, group experiences). Im
V Personality and Emotional Development

How would you describe your child's personality, level of activity, temperment?

.
How does he/she react to anger or frustration?

How do you comfort your Child?

Does your child have any particular feels? If so, pletse describe

IM

m11

.
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